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By John Savill

“faster, better, cheaper.” typically, when we see those 
words they’re part of some unbelievable sales pitch. 
however, those are the exact testimonials many custom-
ers give when they migrate from their current system to 
microsoft’s Office 365 cloud-based messaging and collab-
oration solution. the growing cost of an email infrastruc-
ture, given its criticality to business, is an ongoing concern 
for any company. more and more organizations are finding 
that hosting email themselves while delivering the required 
levels of functionality and availability is becoming impos-
sible. in this white paper, i’ll look at Office 365 and how 
you might benefit from a cloud-based or hybrid email solu-
tion in terms of functionality, availability, and cost savings.

What Is Office 365?

Overview
Office 365 is the evolution of microsoft’s Business 
productivity Online Suite (BpOS), which offered cloud-
based solutions for messaging, communication, and collab-
oration. With the launch of Office 365, the offering utilizes 
the latest 2010 versions of exchange, lync, and Sharepoint 
to give organizations access to all the latest advancements—
plus the ability to run the Office 2010 applications.

this whitepaper doesn’t explain Office 365 in detail. 
ample microsoft product documents and walkthroughs 
provide that information. What’s important to understand 
about Office 365 is that it provides enterprise-class mes-
saging, communication, and collaboration capabilities 
for any size organization based on its Office Web apps, 
exchange, lync, and Sharepoint products that run on 
microsoft servers out in “the cloud,” protected with the 
forefront Online protection services. 

Local Infrastructure 
Organizations require no local infrastructure such as serv-
ers. Office 365 is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution; 
no management is required by an organization for the 
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service other than enabling users for the desired 
services—and even that can largely be automated. 
the only requirement to use the messaging and 
collaboration services is an internet connection 
to microsoft’s servers that host the services. One 
additional benefit of Office 365 is the right to run 
the full Office 2010 applications locally, if desired. 
in the current offering, the only local component 
you need to install is the lync client, and a web 
version is expected in the future.

Subscription Plans
Office 365 offers numerous subscription plans, rang-
ing from individual users to large multinational com-
panies. the different plans support different types of 
users and access to different levels of functionality. 
You don’t have to use the same plan for every user 
in the organization; you could use different plans for 
different types of users, paying only for the features 
those users will use. four primary subscription plans 
are available; some plans have different flavors that 
contain different levels of functionality. table 1 high-
lights the plan details as of this writing.

Why Migrate or Use a Cloud 
Solution?

Types of Email Solutions
typically, email solutions used by companies 
today fall into one of two buckets: those with 
exchange hosted on premise and those using 
some kind of cloud email solution, which could 
be either a basic mail solution provided by their 
iSp or something like gmail or any number of 
other web mail platforms. although other types 
of on-premises solutions exist besides exchange 
(e.g., lotus notes), they are in the minority.  the 
decisions companies need to make around any 
on-premises solution, which i’ll discuss in this 
white paper, also apply to these other on-premises 
solutions.

Options for New Companies
if you’re starting a new company with no current 
messaging solution, you have a blank sheet of 
(virtual) paper onto which you can architect your 
dream messaging environment. One option is to 

Plan Description

P Plan for individuals and small businesses up to 25 people. each user gets a 25 gB mailbox; 
online Office Web app access; Sharepoint Online for internal and public site; lync online 
for communication, meetings, desktop sharing; and pc-to-pc audio and video calls. You 
can find more details at www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/buy-small-business
.aspx?Wt.z_O365_ca=Buy_plans-small-business_en-us#fbid=_t4e3xnmf2b.

E Plan for enterprise customers that need access to powerful, enterprise-level feature sets. four 
plans are available with feature sets that include those in the p plan, plus unlimited 
mail storage, access to use local versions of Office and microsoft server services like 
exchange, full enterprise voice capabilities, and more. You can find more details at www
.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise-solutions/enterprise-plans 
.aspx#fbid=_t4e3xnmf2b.

K Plan an enterprise solution for kiosk workers who are typically without a desk and require a 
smaller subset of functionality. available are two plans, which vary only by the ability to 
either view documents only with Office Web apps or to enable editing. also included are 
a 500 mB mailbox, calendar, and contacts, plus access to Sharepoint online but no lync. 
You can find details at www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise-solutions/enterprise-
plans.aspx#fbid=_t4e3xnmf2b.

Specialty 
Plan

available for educational institutions that provide features for both staff and students. 
Various options are available, including the live@edu service, which is a free, limited 
Outlook live, Skydrive, and Office Web apps solution for students. You can find more 
details at www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/education/school-services
.aspx#fbid=_t4e3xnmf2b.

Table 1: Office 365 Subscription Plans

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/buy-small-business.aspx?WT.z_O365_ca=Buy_plans-small-business_en-us#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/buy-small-business.aspx?WT.z_O365_ca=Buy_plans-small-business_en-us#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise-solutions/enterprise-plans.aspx#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise-solutions/enterprise-plans.aspx#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise-solutions/enterprise-plans.aspx#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise-solutions/enterprise-plans.aspx#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise-solutions/enterprise-plans.aspx#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/education/school-services.aspx#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/education/school-services.aspx#fbid=_T4E3xnmf2b
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host something on-premises in your local datacen-
ter, like exchange, and plan for the initial imple-
mentation costs and subsequent management—a 
solution that might be the right choice, but it has 
a high initial implementation cost. as more users 
are added, the additional costs will be fairly small 
until new servers need to be added to handle addi-
tional load or to add functionality or redundancy. 
another option is a cloud service like Office 365, 
which charges per-user and provides a consistent 
pricing model without high initial costs—a con-
sideration that is critical for any startup. and even 
if you’re a company of four people, you get all the 
power of the latest version of exchange, lync, and 
Sharepoint plus great availability across locations.

Options for Existing Companies
What about existing companies? You have email; 
it works most of the time but is it enabling your 
organization to grow and be more efficient? is 
it considered an asset to your company? most 
people expect more from email than just sending 
messages. people want to share calendars, book 
resources, organize contacts, archive information, 
and have a rich local client and web browser-
based experience. and they want great interaction 
from their mobile device.

for small companies that use basic email provided 
by their iSp, a move to Office 365 represents a 
quantum leap both in functionality and acces-
sibility. You also have the added benefit of lync 
integration for corporate real-time communication 
and Sharepoint for internal collaboration. and 
an externally facing website makes it that much 
sweeter.

What about medium and large companies that 
already have a more powerful messaging solution, 
either on-premises (e.g., exchange) or something 
like gmail? Why would these companies that 
already have a solution for mail in place consider 
Office 365? 

On-premises Email Solution or Office 365?
Organizations with an on-premises solution face 
many challenges and costs associated with on-
premises infrastructures, but there are also many 
benefits. Weighing the costs against the benefits 
will vary for every company but there are defi-
nitely tipping points. think of an existing on-prem-
ises solution and consider some of the challenges:

•	 Backing up the data and maintaining proce-
dures to ensure that not only can the backed 
up data be restored but that it can be restored 
in a timely fashion

•	 accessibility to the solution from within the 
corporate network and from the internet

•	 Securing the service, especially when used 
from the internet

•	 patching and upgrading the service

•	 ensuring compliance with internal and regula-
tory requirements

•	 maintaining sufficient resources to handle 
load and retention requirements, which can 
mean a lot of disk storage

•	 Keeping the service available during planned 
and unplanned events

email is considered a tier 1 application in many 
organizations today, meaning it’s among the most 
critical to the success of an organization. Was 
that the case when your company first installed 
its exchange 5.5 server? as email becomes more 
important to an organization, and the use of email 
increases both in quantity and size, the capabil-
ity, scalability, and availability of existing email 
systems becomes inadequate. consider an organi-
zation that is growing and now needs messaging 
to be available, even if a site failure occurs. this 
can be a major undertaking. With newer versions 
of exchange, particularly exchange 2010 and its 
database availability group (dag) feature, the 
ability to have on-premises mail replicated be-
tween locations is possible without geo-clustering. 
however, an organization would still require 
a second datacenter and connectivity between 
them, which is a significant infrastructure.

enter Office 365, which offers full enterprise mes-
saging capability with multiple global datacenters 
and strict service level agreements backed by 
financial penalties. no more backups, no more 
updates or patching, no more security concerns 
or audits: Your data is replicated to multiple 
datacenters, a major draw for organizations that 
already have a messaging solution. You have all 
the capabilities and availability without any of the 
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infrastructure, location, or management overhead. 
When the lync real-time communication capa-
bilities and Sharepoint collaboration are added 
to the picture, Office 365 can not only replace 
an on-premises messaging solution with one in 
the cloud that has a greater feature set and higher 
availability, but it also adds a whole new level of 
communication and collaboration.

Another Cloud Messaging Solution or Office 365?
What about those companies using another cloud 
messaging solution? Why would they migrate to 
Office 365? initially, other solutions seem cheaper 
than Office 365, but once companies sign a 
contract for other messaging related services, ad-
ditional costs creep in. So price can be part of the 
reason to switch but it might not be the primary 
one. the primary drivers to switch mail services 
are usability, functionality, and availability. users 
struggle with non-intuitive interfaces and with 
major areas of functionality that are missing or 
hard to use. and many mail systems have had 
major outages without any real accountability, of-
fering only a few hours of extra free service rather 
than any kind of financial reparation. 

A Hybrid Solution?
there is a third scenario that goes beyond migrat-
ing from on-premises and migrating from another 
cloud messaging service: a hybrid architecture of 
on-premises exchange and Office 365. a large 
organization might already have a well architected 
and highly available exchange 2010 infrastructure 
in place for its users. however, parts of the com-
pany might have a different level of messaging 
needs or high turn-over of employees—for ex-
ample, in certain types of retail business where the 
corporate it team doesn’t want to handle the work 
involved with the large volume of provisioning 
and deprovisioning. One option is to host portions 
of the company on Office 365 while other parts 
of the company use the on-premises exchange 
solution. this hybrid solution is fully supported 
with Office 365 and exchange 2003 and above 
(although you do need some exchange 2010 infra-
structure for the communication with Office 365).

Active Directory Integration and Single 
Sign-on
for very small companies with no local infrastruc-
ture and no local active directory domain, there is 
no issue with duplicate identities:  a user is created 

in the Office 365 service for each employee, and 
the employee uses that Office 365 credential. But 
what about larger organizations that already have 
an on-premises directory service such as active 
directory? a number of solutions are available that 
don’t require users to maintain multiple identities. 

Active Directory Federated Services (ADFS) 
the most seamless option is to implement active 
directory federated Services (adfS) 2.0 between 
your organization and Office 365, along with the 
Office 365 active directory Synchronization tool 
that allows users to log on to Office 365 using 
their local active directory credentials. this makes 
it very easy for the users, and although it requires 
more setup for your organization, it will save a lot 
of user and identity management once you migrate 
to the Office 365 service.

Active Directory Synchronization Tool without 
Federation
if federation via adfS to Office 365 is not pos-
sible, you can still use the active directory 
Synchronization tool to populate the global 
address list in Office 365 and create users. 
however, the password from the users’ local ad 
account will not be synchronized to Office 365; a 
separate password will need to be used when con-
necting to the Office 365 environment.

Bulk Export and Import
another option is to export users from the local 
environment to a cSV file, and then perform a 
bulk import into Office 365. although this is a 
manual process, it might be suitable if users are 
not frequently provisioned and deprovisioned and 
you just need to perform an initial population of 
the Office 365 environment with your employees. 
also, you can manually add and remove users via 
the Office 365 administration interface.

Microsoft Online Services Sign-In Assistant 
if your organization isn’t using adfS, which 
means users have a different identity for Office 
365, you can deploy the microsoft Online 
Services Sign-in assistant to the user’s desktops. 
this approach will handle the credentials to sign 
in to Office 365, avoiding the need for the users to 
maintain an additional identity and the resetting 
of passwords every three months. the tool also 
configures any local Office products for user with 
Office 365. You can find more details at  
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http://onlinehelp.microsoft.com/en-us/office365-
enterprises/ff637585.aspx.

The Path to Office 365
We have seen why organizations are likely to want 
to move from an existing messaging solution to 
Office 365. however, migrating the entire messag-
ing operation for an any sizable organization is not 
accomplished by simply pushing a big red button; 
rather, it is a significant undertaking that requires 
careful planning—or you’re setting yourself up for 
a huge failure. When considering a mail migration 
you must perform key stages to ensure a smooth 
process.

Stage 1: Researching Office 365
first, before doing anything, go to www.microsoft
.com/office365 and read about the service, the 
different plans available, and the functionality that 
is included with them. also, look at case studies of 
organizations that have already migrated to Office 
365. this will help set expectations and help sell 
the migration to upper management, if needed. for 
case studies, go to www.microsoft.com/casestudies/ 
and search for Office 365.

Stage 2: Understanding Your Current 
Environment and Requirements
next you need to have a good understanding of 
what you’re migrating from, so ask yourself these 
questions: 

•	 is your current platform on-premises exchange 
2007, google, lotus notes, etc.? 

•	 What features of that solution are you using? 
(the answer to this question will determine 
what needs to be migrated.)

•	 how many users do you have? do those 
users all use the same features, or do differ-
ent groups of users need different quotas and 
capabilities? 

•	 do users have local mail archive files that 
won’t be compatible with Outlook? 

•	 is Office 2010 deployed to desktops? is this re-
quired in the future or will you use the online 
web-based services? 

•	 What services do you want to provide for 
employees? 

•	 how will user machines be configured and 
will the online services sign-in assistance be 
required? 

•	 how will identity management be handled 
(e.g., on-premises, single sign-on, or in the 
cloud only)? 

•	 do you want to move everyone or just part of 
the company in a hybrid model? 

•	 how will you provision users?

Yes, there are a lot of questions, but performing 
a quality discovery will ensure you have a clear 
understanding of not only what you have today 
but what you want from the new solution, which 
will help in creating a plan for going from what 
you have today to where you want to be. this 
information will help you decide if you need to 
bring in a third party that has experience with 
Office 365 migrations or if you can handle it 
internally.

Stage 3: User Training 
user training is critical. if you’re migrating from 
on-premises exchange to Office 365, the users 
may not see any difference; they may still use local 
Outlook and the only user impact may be the 
sign-in assistant tool and some reconfiguration on 
their mobile devices. But if you’re moving from a 
different mail platform and mail client, you need 
to prepare users for the new experience and the 
new capabilities. this will ensure they get the most 
from what is available and make the project a suc-
cess instead of a confusing, helpdesk-swamping 
disaster.

Stage 4: Migrating 
the actual time to perform the migration will 
depend greatly on the number of users. it may be 
possible to perform a weekend cutover, if you have 
less than a couple hundred users. But any number 
greater than this will likely need a staged migra-
tion over a number of weeks. and as your number 
of users hits 5,000 and above you’ll likely be look-
ing at a much longer migration that would require 
a hybrid type solution. i’ll discuss the technical op-
tions at the end of this paper.

Stage 5: Deprovisioning the Source 
Environment
Once you’ve trained the users, provisioned them 
in Office 365, migrated the mail and services, 
configured end-user environments, and every-
thing is working, the last step is to turn off the 
legacy platform or service and grab yourself a 
cold one.

http://onlinehelp.microsoft.com/en-us/office365-enterprises/ff637585.aspx
http://onlinehelp.microsoft.com/en-us/office365-enterprises/ff637585.aspx
http://www.microsoft.com/casestudies/
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How Do You Migrate?

Choosing Tools and Migration Partners
You have your plan. You know what you want to 
do. now, which tools will help you in the actual 
migration of email? You have a couple of options:  
you can use the native technology provided by 
microsoft or you can chose a third-party migration 
tool. the tool you’ll use will depend largely on 
the number of users in your organization and your 
technical expertise.

“temet nosce” is a great latin phrase which, 
loosely translated, means know thyself— and in 
this case, know the capabilities of your organiza-
tion. email is critical to your organization; any 
downtime is a major issue, and moving that ser-
vice is a major operation. microsoft does provide 
tools for migration from exchange but that’s not 
to say it’s necessarily an easy process, especially 
for staged and hybrid migrations or for organiza-
tions with non-standard configurations. many 
organizations choose to engage a partner that has 

performed hundreds of these migrations, that has 
found the kinks and knows how to avoid them—
and that may decide to use additional tools to 
ensure the best possible migration experience for 
the it organization and the users. 

Migration Scenarios

On-premises Exchange Migrations – Small
On-premises exchange installations with 1,000 or 
fewer users running exchange 2003 or newer can 
be migrated over a single weekend using what is 
known as a cutover migration. no local migration 
infrastructure is required other than a trusted cer-
tificate that can be used by Office 365 to trust the 
activeSync service (Outlook anywhere) running on 
the local infrastructure, which is used to pull over 
the messaging content. this is a full-fidelity migra-
tion, meaning not only mail is migrated but also cal-
endar information, contacts, tasks, and much more.

When it is possible, the cutover method is the 
simplest. Because a cutover migration is done as a 

Dell’s Office 365 Migration Solutions
When it comes to migration, dell is a leader—it has successfully migrated more than 30 million 
global users to microsoft® technologies. With dell solutions for Office 365, you can perform pre-
migration assessments to determine transition requirements and ensure coexistence to maintain 
business productivity. Your Office 365 migration will be safe, secure and on time—without break-
ing the budget.

OnDemand Migration for Email
migrates email, contacts and calendar data from google gmail or on-premises exchange to 
microsoft’s Office365 or live@edu environments.

Migration Manager for Exchange
migrates email, contacts and calendar data from on-premises exchange to Office365. provides 
advanced features and functionality for any enterprise migration.

Notes Migrator for Exchange
migrates from lotus notes to Office 365. converts users’ mail, calendar, tasks and personal 
address books, and stores them in the users’ new exchange mailboxes, either on-premises or 
in Office 365 environments.

GroupWise Migrator for Exchange
migrates groupWise email, calendars, tasks, personal address books, frequent contacts and 
archives to on-premises exchange or Office 365.

to learn more about dell’s Office 365 migration solutions, visit www.quest.com/Office-365.

http://www.quest.com/Office-365
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“big bang” (that is, everyone is moving at the same 
time), there is no synchronization of the gal or 
mail flow to worry about. 

On-premises Exchange Migrations – Medium
larger exchange installations (migrating up to 
5,000 users over a period of weeks) usually use a 
staged migration, which includes synchronization 
of the global address list and enabling of mail 
flow between the local exchange and the Office 
365 environment. this is available only for orga-
nizations running exchange 2003 and 2007, not 
exchange 2010—organizations running exchange 
2010 on-premises should use the hybrid approach 
i’ll cover next.  for the staged migration, directory 
synchronization is required and users are migrated 
in batches—and once again, this is a full-fidelity 
migration.

On-premises Exchange Migrations – Complex
installations with more than 5,000 users and those 
running exchange 2010 on-premises need to use 
a hybrid approach, which is longer term. this ap-
proach includes free/Busy synchronization and 
separating live and archive mail. it has the most 
complex requirements, but it provides the most 
co-existence functionality and flexibility, including 
the ability to have cross-premise calendaring (free 
/Busy), which is key to any longer term migration 
or co-existence project. hybrid mode also offers 
the following features that are not available in 
staged migrations:

•	 cross-premise mailtips, message tracking, and 
mailbox search

•	 exchange Online archive while keeping pri-
mary mailbox on premise

•	 OWa redirection cross-premise, allowing a 
single OWa url for both on-premises and 
Office 365 users

•	 native mailbox move support, including 
no need to resync the local OSt (cache) on 
clients

•	 Online mailbox moves so no user downtime

•	 Secure mail that ensures that cross-premise 
communication is encrypted and authentica-
tion headers are preserved, so even mails sent 
between on-premises and Office 365 still look 
“internal”

•	 centralized mail flow control via the on-premise 
infrastructure

Cloud Migrations
the tools provided by microsoft for cloud migra-
tions are not as sophisticated; they are essentially 
limited to an imap pull from the existing system, 
meaning mail messages are pulled from the exist-
ing service but nothing else (e.g., calendar, con-
tacts, tasks). this may not be a problem if you’re 
running a very basic email service that doesn’t 
have additional functionality beyond email. 

if you’re migrating from a service with more 
capabilities, you’ll likely need something more 
than just an imap pull. in this case, you would use 
a solution from a microsoft partner such as dell 
Software. choose a tool that offers rich migration 
capabilities, including folder conversions, contact 
and calendar migration, filtering of data migrated, 
and an intuitive experience.

for help with migration planning and implementa-
tion, go to the administration page of Office 365 
and choose the option to create a custom plan. 
You’ll be asked a few questions about your current 
environment and your goals. first, you’ll be asked 
which services you want to include in the plan 
(e.g., exchange). then you’ll be asked about the 
existing primary email environment. depending 
on your answer, other questions will be asked, 
such as number of users, the type of identity man-
agement, and the coexistence requirements. Once 
you answer the questions, the wizard will generate 
a recommended deployment plan and the actions 
required to complete the migration, including 
items such as informing users, adding domains, 
and actually performing the migration.

Conclusion
any migration of a critical service should never be 
undertaken lightly. But with the right planning and 
tool set selection, the move to Office 365 can be 
done in a controlled and painless way—and your 
organization will quickly be enjoying the benefits 
enabled through Office 365.

John Savill is a Windows technical special-
ist, an 11-time mVp, and an mcitp: enterprise 
administrator for Windows Server 2008. he also is 
the author of the popular FAQ for Windows and a 
contributing editor to Windows IT Pro. John’s latest 
book is The Complete Guide to Windows Server 
2008 (addison-Wesley).
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